
VITIQUE 
VENEER CEMENTATION WITH ADDED VALUE

ProductSyStem
+ EducationalSupport 

+ AdditionAlService



Does your practice  
offer veneers?

Then the new Vitique Cementation System will surely be of interest to you. Ultimately, 

with Vitique and its services there are few reasons not to exhaust the potential of  

modern veneers.

Veneers: Knowing what to use and how.

High-quality veneers are constantly on the rise. It's a demanding market. With know-how 

and the right materials, dentists can gain a firm foothold in an exciting market. 

In terms of cementation, the new Vitique Veneer-System is the ideal solution.

Vitique provides you with more comprehensive and practical support than ever:
ProductSystem, EducationalSupport and AdditionalService.



THE VITIQUE ACCESSORY KIT

The complementary Vitique Accessory Kit 
contains everything you need for perfect 

veneer cementation:  
etching gel, silane and bonding system. 

THE VITIQUE CEMENTATION KIT

The Vitique Cementation Kit contains luting 
composites, matching Try-In pastes  

and accessories.  

The new Vitique:   
Veneer cementation
with added value.

The new Vitique is a premium, resin-based luting  

material, developed especially for exacting  

veneering work. 

It is an exceptional material for placement of thin-layered,  

silica-based ceramic and composite restorations.

That's not all Vitique has to offer.

Support for the dentist.

Beyond the material itself, Vitique and DMG  

offer you an all-round service package. 

The Vitique concept has three pillars of  

support on which you can depend: 

ProductSystem. EducationalSupport.  

AdditionalService.

Two kits, one system.

The Vitique product system  

contains two kits in one case: 

The Cementation Kit comprises  

cements and try-in pastes. 

Plus the complementary  

Vitique Accessory Kit containing  

etching gel, silane and bond. 

All of premium quality and  

carefully coordinated.    
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Plus Points for your Veneer Work
The high-quality materials in the Vitique product system offer 
you numerous practical benefits. Superior color stability, for 
example, ensures esthetic restorations that also last long-term. 
Further critical plus points:

Flexible shade selection.
Vitique delivers the full range of shades, enabling you to  
offer each of your patients the ideal esthetic solution.

The Veneer Cementation Kit comprises a standard range  
of three shades: B1, A2.5 and Transparent 

Refills enable the range to be expanded by up to five additional 

shades: A1, A4, Bleach Light, Pink and White. 

Precise Preview.
Know the results in advance:
The Vitique Cementation Kit contains try-in pastes to  
match each individual shade. 

DMG has dedicated a lot of time and effort into coordinating 
the shades of these pastes. 

The result: precise coordination of the colors in the Vitique  
try-in and cement range permits a reliable preview of the  
final result. 

PERFECT COLOR COORDINATION.

The center of each color circle  
has been filled with  
Vitique Try-In paste.
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NX3 LC/Optibond Solo Plus

RelyX Veneer/Scotchbond Universal Adhesive
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Source: Internal measurement DMG, Hamburg 2013

To facilitate the cementation 

of veneers, a special Veneer-

Tip has been developed. 

It can be used to evenly  

apply a flat strip of  

material, both  

conveniently and  

quickly. 

PRACTICAL 
VENEER-TIP.

The monomer formula patented by DMG provides 

ideal flow and residue free ceramic restorations. 

Owing to a perfectly adjusted gel phase, excess 

material is easy to remove – simply, cleanly and 

quickly. 

The TECO total etch bonding system

The bonding system contained in the Accessory Kit  

is DMG's brand name product TECO. 

The single-bottle system convinces with excellent 

bond strength. 

The proven enamel etch technique ensures  

reliable veneer cementation. 

REMOVE EXCESS 
MATERIAL WITH EASE.

PERFECT 
BONDING. 

The shear bond strength (SBS) of various 
adhesive systems on etched enamel



EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT
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How to achieve perfection. 

Vitique is not the only subject covered by the practical video tutorials offered by DMG. Aside from  
addressing product application, scientific background information and its relevance in practice is discussed. 
Comprehensively illustrated user reports add to the practical support on offer. 

Take a look at the impressive results than can be achieved with Vitique in practice.

Case study 1: Initial situation (Fig. 1), simple removal of excess Vitique (Fig. 2), final result with ceramic veneers (Fig.3) [© Dr. Paolantoni, Italy]  
Case study 2: Initial situation with simulated final result (Fig. 3), determination of preparation depth with a depth marker (Fig. 4), mock-up with Luxatemp Star  
(Luxatemp Ultra in U.S.)(Fig. 5) [© Dr. Etienne, France] Case study 3: Initial situation (Fig. 6), removed mock-up from Luxatemp Star (Fig. 7), mock-up with Luxa-
temp Star (Fig.8) [© Prof. Dr. Wahlmann, Germany]

Vitique video tutorials – on 
youtube.com/dmgdentalEN
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Initial situation (Fig. 1), preparation of the veneer for bonding (Fig. 2), application of TECO bonding agent (Fig.3), polymerization of bonding agent (Fig. 4),  
layering of the veneer with an even layer of cement (Fig. 5), positioning of the Vitique-loaded veneer (Fig. 6), rough removal of excess cement using a brush (Fig. 7), 
polymerization of the Vitique cement (Fig. 8), the final result (Fig. 9)

The Vitique user guide: 
step-by-step veneer application
A comprehensively illustrated user guide is enclosed with each Vitique kit. 

The 5 cards, developed together with dentists, experienced in working with veneers, 

 clearly depict the entire treatment process. In words and pictures. Step-by-step. 

From producing the wax-up through trial veneer to polishing.

EducationalSupport



i

AdditionAlService

Prof. Dr.   
Wahlmann

Prof. Dr.   
Wainwright

   Expert Hotline*
      +49(0)40-84006 655

Practicality – not just a promise 

Who can make a better judgment about practical matters than a  

practicing dentist? 

At DMG, dentists are therefore consulted personally  

at virtually every stage of our work, whether product tests,  

assessments of product ideas, concepts, methods of  

application or even promotional media.

The Vitique  
Expert Hotline.
As a Vitique customer, you not only have a dedicated DMG 

representative, but also benefit from a very unique service.

We have established a special hotline for dealing with your 

questions about veneers. Renowned veneer experts with 

extensive experience are on hand to answer your queries: 

Prof. Dr. Wahlmann, Prof. Dr. Wainwright and others in the 

future, depending on demand.

The Vitique Expert Hotline can be reached at  

+49 (0)40 - 84006 655

For more details on how our veneer experts can  

be of assistance, go to 

www.dmg-dental.com/vitique

*Please note that our experts cannot provide diagnostic and therapeutic advice,  
but are only available for advising on the optimal esthetic use of veneers.

Your online feedback.

Share your views on Vitique and other DMG products at 

www.dmg-dental.com/rating



The correct photograph is a deciding factor for optimal  

cosmetic results, as well as being essential to communication 

with the lab and patient. We are glad to be able to offer you 

such a special service. 

As a Vitique user, you are eligible for special rates on the 

photography course »Esthetic dentistry – photographed 

professionally«. 

 

The aim of the course is to enable the straightforward 

incorporation of professional, esthetic photography  

into your everyday work. 

The course includes:

1.  The views to be photographed with the  

corresponding settings

2.  The right equipment: recommendations

3.  Typical mistakes, and how they can be avoided

Along with the course, you will also receive a 

complimentary copy of the book »Cosmetic Dentistry 

& Photography«, containing a wealth of case studies and 

practical tips on how to take the perfect photograph.

The latest course dates are listed at  

www.dmg-dental.com/education.

Esthetic dental medicine –  
in professional photographs
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VITIQUE 
Cementation System  
   3 Syringes @ 6 g ESTHETIC RESIN CEMENT 3  Syringes @ 3,9 g TRY-IN PASTE
    Shade A2.5  Shade A2.5   
     Shade B1  Shade B1   
     Shade TR  Shade TR  

   1 Syringe @ 2 ml Etching Gel  
   1 Bottle @ 5 ml TECO 
   1 Bottle @ 3 ml Vitique Silane Adhesive 
   1 Bottle @ 3 ml Vitique Silane Activator  
    Accessories     REF   213080

VITIQUE 
Cementation Kit 3 Syringes @ 6 g ESTHETIC RESIN CEMENT 3  Syringes @ 3,9 g TRY-IN PASTE
    Shade A2,5   Shade A2,5    
    Shade B1   Shade B1    
    Shade TR   Shade TR   
   50 Veneer-Tips     REF   213081

VITIQUE 
Accessory Kit 1 Syringe @ 2 ml Etching Gel  
   1 Bottle @ 5 ml TECO 
   1 Bottle @ 3 ml Vitique Silane Adhesive 
   1 Bottle @ 3 ml Vitique Silane Activator  
    Accessories      REF   213082

VITIQUE 
Refill 1 Syringe @ 6 g ESTHETIC RESIN CEMENT 
   10 Veneer-Tips  
    Shade A1  REF 213038
    Shade A2.5  REF 213039    
    Shade A4  REF  213040    
    Shade B1  REF  213041
    Shade Bleach Light REF  213042 
    Shade Transparent REF  213043    
    Shade White REF  213044    
    Shade Pink  REF  213045

   1 Syringe @ 3,9 g TRY-IN PASTE 
   10 Veneer-Tips  
    Shade A1  REF 213048
    Shade A2.5  REF 213049    
    Shade A4  REF  213050    
    Shade B1  REF  213051
    Shade Bleach Light REF  213052 
    Shade Transparent REF  213053    
    Shade White REF  213054    
    Shade Pink  REF  213055

VITIQUE 
Silane 1 Bottle @ 3 ml Adhesive 
   1 Bottle @ 3 ml Activator, Accessories  REF 213118    
            
      

PACKAGING


